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Abstract 

Social justice in legal education is managed as a learning activity for law students and at the same time as a 

community service activity especially the poor and marginalized ones suffer from social injustice. This type of 

learning model aims to generate social-justice sensitivity in students in hope that the character of social justice 

warrior will be inherent so that law graduates will not only focus on handling profitable cases. When legal 

education ‘was forced’ to shift to an online learning, some objectives seem to not be achieved as expected. 

Sensitivity, in the form of empathy, willingness to help that should have been deeply planted becomes thin 

because the process of learning is barred with remote technology, therefore (even though) they are in the 

community, but they are not with people. The character of social justice warrior is not firmly embedded 

inherently in the law students, while the character is the basis to produce social justice warrior. Efforts should be 

made to design legal education especially the social justice education online that can provide the same learning 

experience with the offline learning through x-reality based virtual technology in a meta-education of law. 
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A. INTRODUCTION  

Social justice in legal education is taught as learning activity for law students while at the 

same time it is managed as a community service mainly to poor and marginalized community 

suffers from social injustice. In this process of learning, law students with their legal 

knowledge will brought to communities to provide legal aid in the form of legal education of 

rights and access to justice and advocacy. They interact in close-range as a man with another 

human being to learn about the injustice in the community, understand the legal illiteracy in 

that community, recognize the condition of injustice, and to feel the crisis suffered by the 

people. Higher education bears this responsibility [1]. 

Conventional legal education applies an experiential learning method in a real setting to 

provide experience of professional skill and responsibility [2]. This is to expose the students 

with ethical and moral lessons by not only reading the book and legal texts. Social justice 

education is clinical that encourages students to engage with communities in order to empower 

people and at the same time develop students’ soft skills and their social sensitivity. This 

learning activity can be adopted in an online setting but loses its value when direct and face-

to-face engagement with the community mainly the marginalized community is absent. The 

heavy reliance on digital technology to ensure that the education process can be done is also 

a challenge if not a problem. The absence of real face-to-face setting between students and the 
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community is a challenge for the online learning since digital technology screens the real and 

the digital cosmos even though the virtual universe does not always mean a falsity, illusion, 

or fiction of a reality [3]. One of the key points to produce strong and good lawyer is to train 

the students with litigating skills and at the same time to sensitize them to be aware of social 

injustice. It is the duty of law schools to prepare their graduates to not only become successful 

lawyers litigating in profitable law firms with rich clients but also representing 

underprivileged people while at the same time empowering the communities, promoting legal 

literacy, and to be the agents of change. 

This writing is to develop idea of social justice traits to be generated through online education 

(social justice); the formulation of social justice characters to be developed through social 

justice education; and the construction of online meta-education of law that can build the 

social justice character through x-reality-based virtual technology.  

X-reality can be used in legal education to study how the nature of legal meaning take place, 

such as experiencing a simulated high-profile case trial in courtroom, joining heated debate in 

parliament chamber, or negotiating contracts with real lawyer. Designing these scenarios in 

virtual reality can help students to refine their skill and give socio-psychological experience 

necessary in meaning-giving process of legal world, on how justice or injustice is constructed. 

Although real direct interaction with the community is irreplaceable to instill social justice 

sensitivity in students, the use of X-Reality is an innovation and breakthrough in the world of 

social justice law education in a situation that does not allow law students to go to these 

communities because of the use of meta This teaching can generate engagement through high 

exposure to student through the process of building an immersive social justice character 

without being limited by space and time.  

The design of social justice learning that can give a similar learning experience with one 

conducted offline through x-reality-based learning is necessary considering the gap in the 

achievement of social justice learning deemed to be less optimal in constructing and 

developing the social justice characters that it needs a model of social justice characters 

through x-reality-based learning to calibrate the learning achievement of social justice online 

with the one conducted offline and at the same time as to respond the change and development 

of law in the society related to the change and development of technology 4.0. 

  

B. RESEARCH QUESTION 

This paper is to question the model of X Reality-based Legal Education in Legal Meta-

Education compared to Online and Offline model of current-day Legal Education. 

  

C. METHOD 

This paper applied multi-disciplinary approaches: (a) philosophical reflection, aimed to seek 

and open new path of thinking, to resolve latest problem, and to construct a model. This 

method is hoped to provoke creative idea on the development of   x reality-based legal 

education in legal meta-education. (b) Conceptual approach, this is an attempt to supplement 
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the previous approach. It presents certain objects from practical perspective along with 

cognitive point of view in mind and particular attributes. Therefore, the steps begin with 

abstraction, we conceptually select, purify, or break one aspect of reality from another; and 

integration process, to combine units into single mental entity (however can be broken down 

to separated components when necessary). (c) Method of Text Criticism, as mode of analysis 

to identify the strength and weakness of present concept/model/idea, to utilize those as 

reference in understanding the relation between developing social justice traits and x reality 

technology in legal meta-education.  

  

D. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Conventional Legal Education. Whereas most law schools focused to prepare their alumni 

to be expert in legal profession, to become those who understand law in formal-normativity 

[1], some law faculties develop and integrates social justice education in their curriculum for 

students to understand sensitivity of reality and social inequality. This kind of legal education 

applied experiential learning, a mode which provide real professional skills and responsibility. 

Most of student’s activity is conducted in human relationship, a close distance between 

person-to-person approach, to get better understanding on client’s issue and as well to raise 

the sense of crisis [2]. This education has been deploying experiential learning method in a 

real world-setting to provide students with professional skills training and professional 

responsibilities. This approach is to expose students to ethical and moral teachings not only 

through reading of law books or texts.  Legal profession is a sector which requires skill and 

persons involve in this sector must always be ready to learn and develop their skills. Therefore, 

the students who study law have to gain such form of knowledge and skill since the beginning 

of their law school. A law student also needs to undergo internship as a requirement to submit 

final exam. These internships could be done under supervision of an advocate, under public 

institution, with an NGO, under the legal office of a company, etc. Legal education should 

touch the condition of people and perceive the changes and reaction in the community [4] [5]  

Since 1970s, law schools and some legal institutions have been promoting and developing 

clinical legal education (CLE) model in teaching social justice. It is believed to be the most 

effective, so far, method to sensitize students to problems dealt with by people especially those 

who come from marginalized group of people and instill social justice character and to teach 

the students how to empower communities with legal literacy. Students are sent to poor and 

marginalized communities to offer advocacy or legal education. This is a best practice model 

to develop a social justice trait while at the same time contributes to the marginalized society.  

The Concept of Social Justice Traits. According to Rawls, the concept of social justice is 

primary virtue of social institutions. The good for people should not eliminate or disturb the 

sense of fairness, especially the poor [6].  McKeown highlighted that social justice can be 

influential or be influenced in traditional teaching. Law schools can address broader issues of 

social justice in modules [7]. This notion is supported with Anna Cody and Frances Gibson 

arguing that law school can contribute to social justice by making their knowledge and 

research accessible to the community while at the same time emphasize the importance to 
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delivering practical change and challenging inequalities and injustice. It has been argued that 

social justice is a value of the legal profession and therefore lawyers should seek to promote 

and attain social justice through their work [8]. Social Justice Warrior (SJW) provoke issue to 

awake those who are repressed by dominant power in culture, economy, and politics. This 

kind of activism try to bring emancipation in society, not in a sense that SJW leads people into 

a better living condition, but in effort to reshape the way of thinking so that society can be 

more sensitive to injustice and do something about it. This emancipatory task is a part of woke 

culture arise as reaction to social inequality in women empowerment [9], sexual orientation, 

freedom of religion, ethnic and race [10], as well as environmental issues [11]. At this point, 

we can see that any social condition never occurs in natural way, instead it is a construction 

in power relation to force us to accept inequality as ‘normal’ state [12]. One of the traits to be 

developed in social justice education is about empathy. Empathy is an essential matter in 

social work, in this case a social justice. Despite it never be precisely articulated, empathy can 

be communicated and learned. In developing a skill, empathy must be defended in a strong 

heuristic tradition, either as a construction or experiential social justice education [13] [14]. 

Online Legal Education. Social Justice Education exposes students to the question of ethics 

and morality. Therefore, it strongly motivates students to physically interact with society to 

develop their soft skills. However, while this kind of activity can be converted to online 

learning during Covid-19 Pandemic, it lost its meaning when committed without actual 

interaction with the community. The absence of physical presence between students and 

clients in real setting is a challenge. By experience, many law schools who are able to setup 

online classes for students mostly conduct virtual conference meetings, seminars, or lectures. 

The class or community experience is shifted to screen time. Despite our description that this 

kind of reality doesn’t mean fraud, illusion or fiction, virtual reality is a barrier to person-to-

person interaction [3]. Our concern is that we are hardwired to be social, cultural, collaborative 

beings. We develop empathy and compassion for one another by looking into each others’ 

eyes, shaking hands, sharing a joke over coffee and just spending time together, all of those 

are taken away from us when we are forced to use virtual space in learning activity. By virtual 

we mean a video-conference teaching process where teacher and students participate in social 

applications such as zoom, google meet, etc. Taking into account, in legal education, it is 

crucial to understand that it is not about to develop logical skill to overcome fellow litigators 

in courtroom or to be able to compose a fine-structured legislation, but also to create empathy 

of moral and social justice. Another benefit on utilizing virtual technology if that we can reach 

more subjects that would be geographically difficult during conventional learning. There are 

many pitfalls that can take place due to the lack of face-to-face contact and other technical 

issues such as: 

1) Law courses are based on experiential simulation in which students spend a great 

amount of time in collaborative activities which are nearly impossible to perform 

online. 

2) Moot court, trial advocacy, practicums and other competitive exercises are a must 

in legal education which can only take place on-campus. 
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3) Physical interaction with fellows is very crucial in any field of studies and plays a 

key role in the development of a successful lawyer. 

We understand that for the poor and marginalized community online technology is a luxury 

they cannot afford, and this is a problem. Furthermore, absence of real interaction hinders the 

students to obtain the trait of social justice.  

Model of X Reality-based Legal Education in Legal Meta-Education.  

Development in virtual technology take us into a simulated physical environments where the 

process is approximated using scaled-down representations are usually used in education. 

However, such physical simulations alone may not capture all the details of a real 

environment. Virtual reality (VR) technology nowadays allows for the creation of fully 

immersive environments, bringing simulations to the next level. This initial idea marking our 

research in developing a cutting-edge virtual reality-based experience in legal education. 

There are varieties in simulation video games ranging from driving to surgery, each can be 

used as leisure activity or as means to serious training. Our goal is to create an immersive 

environment, a copy of real-life situation learning, in virtual reality of legal education. Virtual 

reality can be used in legal education to study how the nature of legal meaning take place, 

such as experiencing a simulated high-profile case trial in courtroom, joining heated debate in 

parliament chamber, or negotiating contracts with real lawyer.  

Designing these scenarios in virtual reality can help students to refine their skill and give 

socio-psychological experience and empathy necessary in meaning-giving process of legal 

world, on how justice or injustice is constructed. Non-biased empathy in social justice 

education is a compulsory for a person to be able to do the right things [15]. Empathy can be 

characterized as an emotional response caused or related to another emotional event. Empathy 

arises through understanding the situation from others (everything), which can bind humans 

to something meaningful, one of which is understanding and fighting injustice. 

Empathy is understood as prosocial behavior that allows humans to feel and understand the 

experiences of others [16]. Historically and theoretically, the concept of empathy comes from 

the idea of Einfuhlung which is defined as expressed by the German philosopher Robert 

Vischer. In recent literature, empathy encompasses a wide range of complex ideas or concepts 

and experiences around trying to understand or understand another. Other ideas are that 

empathy is divided into three concepts namely affective which relates to personality, cognitive 

which relates to understanding [17], somatic which relates to trying to understand the pain of 

others [18]. These processes are the latest studies by experts in the field of neuroscience to 

map how the human brain responds when processing empathic data. Virtual Reality (VR) in 

a proposed meta-learning platform enable students to understand the non-biased concept of 

empathy through virtually cross-experience. The ability to understand horizon through 

someone else’s perspective, or fell the pain, become other person, can be taken in immersive 

and embodiment with VR technology consisting of case-scenario learning. Virtual reality 

(VR) has become popular in the past few years, as the hardware and software associated with 

it has become cheaper, faster, and easier to use, both in the consumer market as well as for 
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research purposes. As devices get more affordable, the market is filled with new and different 

types of games to utilize the hardware. From education to training and therapy, many 

applications were not possible to this extent previously [19]. In this project, the use of VR is 

dedicated to creating a richer and more immersive learning environment for the participants 

involved in the project [19].VR technology able to bring immersive experience in special 

cases such as in prison scenario or simulating experience of person with low visibility and 

even in the middle of natural disaster [20].  

The user, students, will experience and reflect what happened to construct a non-biased 

empathy, thus the social justice character is embodied[21]. This character can be built under 

VR technology known as empathy machine, since no previous technology able to generate 

such higher level of empathy [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] through immersion (perfect 

representation of real world), presence (sense or worldliness between virtual and physical 

realm), and embodiment (process of subjectivity). Empathy triggers our idea to understand 

others through perspective and pain, so we feel an urge to help them. In VR, an individual can 

be other person according to a perspective-taking, named as embodiment or body ownership 

illusion[29]. A survey conducted by Roswell shared respondents optimism that VR is a 

technology necessary to improve sense of empathy [30]. VR has been used to understand the 

perspective of patients and people with disability [25] [26] [27] [28] [31], becoming person 

of different race or outsiders in a group (social, political, or religion) [29][32][33] etc. This 

not only bring experience of factual empathy but also has implication to alter attitude, point 

of view emotional value, interest, and engagement of user[34].  

Although only a few explicitly explain the correlation between empathy and justice in the 

object of the paper. However, the entire text of the article emphasizes that the effort to increase 

empathy is to understand the situation of “the other” (the use of the word different from other 

people is because many use it not only in the context of understanding humans but also related 

to animals and the environment). Specifically, Slater [35] said that XR-empathy will bring 

users into a critical and ethical mindset. Dionysius [31] emphasized that XR-empathy brings 

more awareness to social and historical issues. Fox [37] asserts that XR-empathy brings more 

users into a pro-social character but the current content is not much towards the subject- 

marginalized but still reduces discrimination. This is in line with Hawes [38] who said that 

XR-empathy facilitates the relationship between two subjects to transfer knowledge, 

especially in changing mindsets. Marjan [] 39 made this effort by using XR-empathy to fight 

patriarchy. Adanin [40] and his students found that XR-empathy more easily leads students to 

behavior that is critical of environmental crises. In addition, a survey conducted by Bonime 

in large organizations and companies in the world that [41], XR-empathy provides a 

comprehensive-holistic picture to a person to assist in making decisions so as to result in less 

conflict that occurs. 

Direct physical interaction with society is irreplaceable to generate social justice sensitivity to 

students, however, the application of Virtual Reality is an innovation and breakthrough in 

legal education during social restriction period. This meta-learning is hoped to present social 
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engagement by exposing students into immersive social justice character, unrestricted in space 

and time. The model can be constructed as following:   

 

E. CONCLUSION 

X-reality-based social justice education in legal meta-education, is an alternative model that 

can be developed especially in legal education amid the shifting in recent digitalism and the 

outbreak of the Covid-19 virus. Legal education, especially at undergraduate level, is aimed 

to create law graduates with professional skills in law, and thus curricula of traditional law 

school give students chances to develop this ability through internship and clinical courses. 

Consequently, there are concerns about whether online learning can provide us future 

litigators with same or better quality compared to conservative method. Therefore, the social 

justice education can be developed and applied conveniently without worrying the conditions 

existed. X-reality based social justice education in legal meta-education can even give a new 

experience to pre-students to be immersed with technology and remain to have high social 

values (empathy, sympathy, plural conscious) as well as the local values developed in the 

community. 
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